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A fast nearest neighbour algorithm with a logarithmic expected testing
time for small feature sizes is presented. It has been tested on a Robot
Vision application for YUV space. The algorithm time requirement is
better than a multilayer perceptron trained for the same purpose.

Introduction: 1 (k) nearest neighbour is the simplest and most
extensively studied nonparametric learning algorithm in machine
learning. Although it has a very good performance compared to its
parametric opponents and has no learning phase due to its nonparametric nature, it has a serious drawback: linear testing time. To find
out the class of a test case, it must be compared with N (number of
instances in the training set) elements and the element (k elements)
with the minimum distance to the test case must be found. To compare
one instance with another, several functions exist, such as Euclidian
distance (L2 norm), Mahalonobis distance, etc. Each of these functions can be thought as a mapping from d features of the instance to a
single number (distance). So, the expected testing time of the nearest
neighbour algorithm is O(dN). Several solutions have been proposed
for reducing this linear testing time. Some of them are K-d trees [1],
geometric hashing [2] and R-trees [3]. In this Letter, we propose a
novel algorithm based on binary search to efficiently calculate 1 (k)
nearest neighbour in O(d!log N) time. If d is small, i.e. less than or
equal to 5, and N is significantly larger than d, the algorithm behaves
like an O(log N) algorithm. We also show that this corresponds to
estimating the reduced ordering of vectors from different conditional
orderings [4].
Algorithm: The novel algorithm mainly depends on binary search
on sorted instances. As a preprocessing step, d! sorted arrays are
prepared. If an instance has d features, then there are d! possible
permutations of the features. For each possible permutation, all
instances are sorted in alphabetic order according to that permutation.
This is defined in the literature as the conditional ordering of a set of
vectors [4]. The 1-nearest neighbour which we are looking for is the
nearest vector in the reduced ordering of the vectors. We will show
that this can be estimated from different conditional orderings that
correspond to permutations of vector components. For each permutation, N elements can be sorted in O(N log N) time using the quicksort
algorithm. So for d! possible permutations, the preprocessing step
requires O(d!N log N) time and O(d!N) memory space. Fig. 1 shows a
data set with d ¼ 3 features, N ¼ 10 instances sorted in 6 ¼ 3! different
ways. The preprocessing step of the algorithm can be thought as the
learning phase of the nearest neighbour algorithm.

The algorithm can be easily extended to k-nearest neighbour without
affecting the time complexity. The difference occurs in the last step. We
search two closest instances at each array in 1-nearest neighbour,
whereas we search the closest 2k instances in k-nearest neighbour. As
an example, assume that we want to find 1-nearest neighbour of (x1 ¼ 2,
x2 ¼ 3, x3 ¼ 4) for the example data set in Fig. 1. The two closest
instances to that instance are shown in Fig. 2. If we search these
ten instances, we find that (x1 ¼ 2, x2 ¼ 2, x3 ¼ 4) is the nearest
neighbour.

Fig. 2 Two nearest instances in each array and test instance for data set
in Fig. 1

Note that one can find counter-examples where this algorithm does
not find the nearest neighbour. However, we have found that when the
number of samples in the training set is large, the algorithm almost
always finds the nearest neighbour.

Table 1: Number of operations in MLP and fast nearest neighbour
MLP
Operation

Nearest neighbour
Integer

Float

Multiplications

0

91

36

0

Additions

0

98

72

0

Division

0

7

0

0

Comparison

0

9

113

0

Exponentiation

Integer Float

7

0

Robot application: The algorithm was tested in Robocup 2002
competitions for the Sony four-legged robot league [5]. In the fourlegged robot league each team has four autonomous robots playing
football against each other. Each robot has a colour built-in camera
with a resolution of 176  144. Each pixel’s colour is coded with
YUV system. The camera takes pictures with a speed of 30 frames per
second. This puts a time threshold on the algorithms running on the
robot. The most time consuming part of the system is the analysis of a
picture that is finding the objects in a frame. The operations in each
frame:
Classify each pixel into one of the possible ten colours
Using classified pixels, find regions in the frame
Classify regions into known objects

Fig. 1 Data set after preprocessing step

In the testing, each test instance xt is searched in d! sorted arrays
using binary search. If an exact match is found, there is no need to
search other arrays for 1-nearest neighbour. Otherwise, we search the
two closest instances at each of the d! arrays. These two closest
instances are left and right border instances in the binary search.
Because searching an element in a sorted array with N elements
using binary search takes O(log N) time, the algorithm has a time
complexity of O(d! log N). After finding the two closest instances
at each array, we search these 2d! instances for 1-nearest neighbour.
Compared to the binary search this step of the algorithm takes only
O(d!) time, which is smaller than searching arrays.

All these operations must be performed in 1=30th of a second in
the robot’s processor in order to match the camera speed. To classify a
pixel, first, data are collected. To achieve good accuracy on the test
frames, 150 000–200 000 data points must be collected. Each data
point consists of the pixel’s Y, U, V values and corresponding class
number (colour). We compared two classification algorithms on these
data. First, MLP (multilayer-Perceptron algorithm), second, our
fast nearest neighbour algorithm. The algorithm’s training times are
unimportant, because the weights of the neurons in MLP and the
sorted arrays in nearest neighbour are prepared in advance and
installed into the robot. Therefore, only testing time (classifying
pixels in a frame) is important. Since there are d ¼ 3 features (Y, U,
V) and d! ¼ 6 is insignificant compared to the number of data
(N ¼ 200 000), the novel algorithm is well suited for this problem.
Nearest neighbour has two advantages over MLP due to the nature of
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the problem. First, because of the lighting conditions, usually a large
number of the pixels of the test frames are exactly the same as the
pixels in the training frames. Assuming that the labeller correctly
labels the pixels, the nearest neighbour algorithm will have 100%
performance on these pixels, whereas MLP will not have the same
performance. Secondly, since the colour space is smoothly distributed
(small changes in Y, U, V values will result in no change in colour
classification), nearest neighbour will behave better than MLP.
MLP has four input units, Y, U, V, and a bias unit, ten output units or
colours and in our training seven hidden units. To test an instance
with MLP (see the related column in Table 1):

values. Then, the second step in nearest neighbour will reduce to 11
comparison operations.

3  7 multiplications for the first layer, and 7  10 multiplications for
the second layer, total 91, floating point multiplications must be carried
out. To sum up the multiplications to obtain hidden values and output
values 91 floating point addition operations must be performed
There are also seven sigmoid operations, which are much more costly
than multiplication because of the exponentiation operation. There are
also seven addition and seven division operations in the sigmoid
function
To find the best class, nine comparisons must be performed on the
output units
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The novel nearest neighbour has six sorted arrays with 200 000
instances in each. To test an instance with the novel nearest neighbour
(see the related column in Table 1):
Searching an instance in one array requires log (200 000) ¼ 17 comparison operations. Six arrays require 102 comparison operations
To find nearest neighbour in 12 instances, 36 integer multiplications,
36 integer additions, 36 integer subtractions, and 11 comparisons must
be performed
One possible extension of the algorithm may be to convert Y, U, V
sorted values into a long integer and performing all operations on these

Conclusion: We have developed a novel algorithm that estimates the
nearest neighbour from different conditional orderings of vector
components. The algorithm is computationally advantageous especially when the number of training samples is large. We have applied
the algorithm to a colour quantisation problem in a robot application.
We are currently working on the statistical analysis of the algorithm.
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